[Application of the Identification of Mine Water Inrush with LIF Spectrometry and KNN Algorithm Combined with PCA].
Rapid identification and classification of mine water inrush is important for flood prevention work underground. This paper proposed a method of KNN combined with PCA identification of water inrush in mine with the laser induced fluorescence spectrum with an immersion probe laser into water samples. The fluorescence spectra of 4 kinds of water samples were obtained. For each set of data preprocessing, the processed data in each sample from 15 sets of data as the training setwith a total of 60 groups. The other 20 groups were used as the prediction set. The data were processed by principal component analysis (PCA), and then the KNN algorithm was used to classify and identify the principal component analysis. During the experiment, the pretreatment method in the principal component number is 2 while the correct rate has reached 100% by KNN classification algorithm.